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ProFruit Machinery 

ProFruit Machinery™ is a family based company that started with a father and son and 
their shared desire to offer more fruit, berry and vegetable processing possibilities for 
both leaders of their market and businesses that aspire to become such one day. 

For almost 10 years we have been working with various fruit, berry and vegetable 
processing equipment in our juice pressing based company “Savos sultys”. This way we 
have tried and tested the equipment from almost all producers in the market including 
it’s leaders. We have gained an extensive experience working with all the equipment 
parts of the processing lines, we constantly communicate with other producers and 
users of this equipment and for these reasons we truly understand what the effective 
work in fruit, berry and vegetable processing field requires. 

Our core values are reliability, the highest quality and comprehensive assistance to the 
client in all matters. These values are also supported by the fact that our team consists 
of true professionals who have been working in a food processing equipment industry 
for more than 20 years and are capable of ensuring all the best engineering solutions. 
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Offer for pressed fruit mash screw conveyor 

 

NAME CAPACITY PRICE EUR. 

Pressed fruit mash screw 
conveyor, 4 meters lenght 

1000 kg/h 3 600.00  

TOTAL: 3 600.00 

Notes:  

1. Price: Ex-works - Lithuania. 

2. Made from stainless steel materials 

3. Machine complies with EU standart CE sertifications. 

4.Payment terms – 50% with order, 50% before loading the equipment.  

5. Length can be different. 
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Screw Conveyor for Pressed Mash 

Screw conveyor is used to transport a leftover mash from press. 

❖ Screw conveyor is made of stainless steal. 

❖ Produced with a closed tunnel. 

❖ Conveniently transports leftover pressed mash from press. 

 


